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Launch of the law firm Marie-Gabrielle Plasseraud Avocats

Marie-Gabrielle Plasseraud founded her law firm dedicated to intellectual property,
digital law, and typicity. The firm aims to provide 360° assistance to its French and
international clients with services ranging from advisory to pre-litigation/litigation, in all
their legal aspects related to intangible assets. The firm’s “typicity” offer, on the other
hand, aims at enhancing local identity by supporting the protection and enhancement of
the territorial identity of both public and private entities, with a perspective of
sustainable development. Territorial anchoring has always been one of the defining
elements of product identity, landscapes, and experiences, serving as a trust-building
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factor, a marketing and storytelling tool. Local production, responsible tourism, and
geographical indications represent essential strategic assets in the "made in…" era.
These elements constitute an untapped economic resource that is waiting to be
mobilized, emphasizes Marie-Gabrielle Plasseraud. Continuing a family entrepreneurial
tradition by creating her own firm - intellectual property has run in her family across three
generations.

She adds: “Not yet existing as such in the market, the typicity offering meets a genuine
expectation of territorial economic actors, whether they are public or private. The firm
will not merely rely on existing legal tools to identify and protect these assets but will
integrate them into an overall product or institutional strategy.” Aligning its service
proposition with its values, the firm places societal and environmental impact at the heart
of its core drivers, systematically donating 1% of fees earned to a socially impactful
association. Graduated from Sciences Po Paris (2006) and holding a Master 2 in
European Economic Law (Strasbourg, 2006), a Master 2 in Industrial Property (Paris II,
2007), as well as an LLM in Intellectual Property and New Technologies (Fordham
University School of Law, 2009), Marie-Gabrielle Plasseraud, 38 years old, worked at
Hogan Lovells' New York office for a year before joining EGYP (Plasseraud IP group) in
2011, and then De Gaulle Fleurance & Associés three years later.
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